Modeling the precision and robustness of Hunchback border during Drosophila embryonic development.
During anterior-posterior axis specification in the Drosophila embryo, the Hunchback (Hb) protein forms a sharp boundary at the mid-point of the embryo with great positional precision. While Bicoid (Bcd) is a known upstream regulator for hb expression, there is evidence to suggest that Hb effectively filters out "noisy" data received from varied Bcd gradients. We use mathematical models to explore simple regulatory networks which filter out such noise to produce a precise Hb boundary. We find that in addition to Bcd and Hb, at least one freely evolving protein is necessary. An automated search yields a number of examples of three-protein networks exhibiting the desired precision. In all such networks, Hb diffuses much slower than the third protein. In addition, the action of Hb on the third protein is the opposite of the action of the third protein on hb (i.e. if Hb activates the third protein, then the third protein inhibits hb expression, and vice versa). Most of the discovered systems satisfy the known biological properties, that Bcd activates hb, and that Hb activates its own expression. We find that all network topologies satisfying these constraints arise among the networks exhibiting the desired precision. Investigating the dynamics of these networks, we find that under a general class of non-uniform initial conditions, Bcd can be eliminated from the system and the spatiotemporal evolution of these two proteins alone is sufficient to recapture the dynamics. We hypothesize that Bcd is needed only to spatially disturb the gradient of the third protein, and then becomes unnecessary in the further evolution of the Hb border. This provides a possible explanation as to why the Hb dynamics are robust under perturbations of the Bcd gradient. Under this hypothesis, other proteins would be able to assume the role of Bcd in our simulations (possibly in the case of evolutionary divergences or a redundancy in the process), with the only constraint that they act to positively regulate hb.